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Week 5 – Elementary  
Large Group Script 

 
Need to Know 
Suit Up with the Shield of Faith 

 

Bible Story 
Exploring Canaan 

Numbers 13-14 

 
Characters: 

 THE CLOCK - this superhero’s name comes from his/her ability to distort time. He/she can 

speed time up, pause it, and slow it down. While this comes in handy on those Monday 

mornings that The Clock doesn’t want to go to school, it also helps him/her defeat villains 

by speeding up his/her punches and slowing theirs down. Of course, along with 

superpowers comes a superhero suit, and The Clock’s most important asset -- his/her 

watch, which is how he/she goes about changing time (and communicates with Iris). The 

name also comes from his/her ability to really CLOCK his/her opponents. His/her fists have 

been supercharged with electromagnetic energy and are virtually indestructible. In 

normal, everyday life, The Clock lives as John/Jane Smith, an average citizen going 

about an ordinary life. But when the world needs saving, The Clock comes to its rescue. 

And although his/her best friend Sid somehow keeps forgetting after all these years, it’s 

NEVER just “Clock.” It is always “THE Clock.” The Clock is also very prideful about his/her 

superpowers, taking all the credit and constantly bragging about his/her abilities. 

o Character inspiration: Quicksilver from X-Men: Days of Future Past, Hiro from 

Heroes TV Show 

 

 SID - the most normal of all normal. Sid sometimes feels inferior in the presence of his/her 

best friend, The Clock. Sid has gotten somewhat used to The Clock messing with time 

over the past five years of being best friends, but it still catches him/her off guard when it 

happens. One thing Sid DOES have is the largest collection of superhero comics, TV 

shows, and movies. Sid can remember any situation that any hero has faced. This 

sometimes helps The Clock when he/she doesn’t know what to do. Sid is a good and 

loyal friend, grounded in truth. Sid keeps The Clock’s secret identity quiet, which is difficult 

because Sid is the most talkative person you’ve ever met. He/she will talk your ear 

off...then once your ear falls off, he/she will keep talking to it. Sid is friendly toward 

everyone, but gets very overwhelmed when in a crowd of more than 10-20. Sid recently 

found out that this is called agoraphobia - the fear of large crowds. So he/she added 

that to the list of other phobias he/she has - claustrophobia and acrophobia. 

o Character inspiration: Lilly from Hannah Montana Show (never told Miley’s secret), 

Donkey from Shrek (amount of talkativeness) 

 

 IRIS (video) - incredibly smart analyst for superheroes. She helps the superheroes locate 

the most recent crisis, navigate their routes, sift through villain profiles, and upload data 

based on the situation the heroes are in. Iris has the superpower of reading minds, which 

helps her find a superhero anytime she needs, and answer their questions before they 

even have them! Iris is calm and patient, never getting stressed out by the situation.  
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 ACRO PHOBIA (video) - a supervillain who is afraid of heights (hence his name) and 

disgusted by all things theme parks. When he was a child, he cried the whole time he 

rode the world’s tallest roller coaster and all the other kids made fun of him. So now, he 

has perfected his villainy and is on his way to use it against his most disliked theme park - 

Epic World. He is coming back to wreak havoc on everything in the park making 

everyone else’s experience as miserable as his was. 

 

Props: 

 Tiny food (7) - offstage 

 Trash Can & Lid - onstage 

 Box with Spray Bottle - offstage 

 Normal Size Food (2) - offstage 

 Watch - The Clock is wearing 

 Game Card – offstage for game 

 Bowl (2) – place offstage for game 

 Paper Plate (2) – place offstage for game  

 Large Candy Prize (2) – place offstage for game 

 Small Candy Prize (2) – place offstage for game 

 

PLAY Environmental Music in iTunes (until Counter fires) 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk5_Intro 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Counter 
 

  AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching (Logo with teaching music) 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

Worship leader(s) enter(s). 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 
Heyyy! If you’re having a good day today, give someone beside you a high five! (Allow kids to 

give high fives) That’s awesome! I’m having a really AWESOME day because I know we get to 

come back to our superhero series called Suit Up, where we are learning how to suit up with the 

armor of God! 
 

There are several pieces in the armor of God, and we’ve been singing a song that helps us 

remember them so we can use them to defeat the enemy! Now, everyone stand up and let’s 

sing! 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Song (“The Full Armor of God”) 
 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching  
 

(Impressed/had fun singing) Seriously. I have SO much fun singing that song! Now, before we 

head over to Epic World to meet up with The Clock and Sid, I want to see if you can remember 

what The Clock’s superpower is! Can anyone tell me? (Controls time, has powerful fists, etc.) 
 

Yeah! He/she can control time. Raise your hand if you would like to have the superpower to 

control time. (Allow responses) Just think - if it was time to go to school and you wanted another 

hour of sleep, you could just pause time and sleep until you wanted to wake up! How cool 
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would that be? Well, let’s find out how The Clock uses his/her superpower today to try and 

defeat Acro Phobia! Everyone count down with me! 3...2...1...ACTION! 
 

Worship leader(s) exit. 
 

 

ACT 1: Free Day 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Opener 
 

 AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 
 

LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

THE CLOCK and SID enter. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Yawning) Man, battling with Acro Phobia every day has worn me out! I’m going to need a 

vacation FROM my vacation! The ONE time I decide to take some days off from SUPRE 

(pronounced “super”), and all it’s been is work, work, work! 
 

SID 
(Putting a hand on The Clock’s shoulder, sympathizing) I know. I’m sorry...I guess the battle of 

good vs. evil doesn’t take a vacation. (Looking around) However, I DO wish that the place you 

had picked for vacation was one with less people...and not so many *gulp* tall rides. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Waving Sid off) Oh c’mon! You haven’t ridden anything tall yet. Plus, I’m just trying to help you 

face your fears. Then you can stand strong, like me (stands with legs shoulder-width apart, hands 

on hips, like Superman).  
 

SID 
(Glaring at The Clock) Even superheroes have fears, ya know. They’re just more commonly 

known as weaknesses. In fact...at the beginning of the Superman comics, we find out that his 

weakness is kryptonite.  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Looking around) Well, apparently strengths and weaknesses are not anything we need to worry 

about right now because Acro Phobia isn’t anywhere to be seen. Maybe he’s taking the day 

off. (Excited) OR maybe we actually defeated him and he’s decided to stay away from Epic 

World forever! 
 

SID 
(Excitedly pacing) Then we can do whatever we want today! We could start by getting a funnel 

cake, ride the mine train, and then maybe go do the bumper cars. After that, I’ll be hungry 

again, so we could have some ice cream... 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Interrupting) Woah, woah, woah! Slow down, Sid! Who needs to eat that many snacks in such a 

short amount of time? 
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ACT 2: Attack of the tiny food 
 

A VOLUNTEER throws a piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Seeing tiny food, freaking out) AHHHHH!!! (Becomes frozen with fear) 

 

SID 
(Looking all around for what scared The Clock) What? What is it? Do you see Acro Phobia? 

(Getting no response from The Clock) A giant spider? (Still no response) A pop quiz sign???? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Nervously pointing to piece of tiny food) Thh...thh…thaaa...that! 
 

SID 
(Picking up piece of tiny food) This? This (name of food)? You’re afraid of (name of food)? What 

happened to “heroes not having any fears”? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Shuddering, moving away from the tiny food in Sid’s hand) No, not just (name of food)! ANY 

kind of TINY food! This is my weakness! (Crouching down low to get away from the food) 
 

A VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Screaming, moving away from tiny food) Ahhh!! Another one! 
 

SID 
(Trying to comfort The Clock) It’s ok! (Tossing tiny food into trash can) See? The tiny food is all 

gone!  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Pointing at trash can) No! It’s still in there! I know it is!  
 

A VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

SID 
(Running to get the piece of tiny food and put it in the trash can before The Clock can see it) 

Look, you’re The Clock! Why don’t you just pause time and we can go somewhere else where 

there isn’t any tiny food? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Disappointed) I can’t. My fear of the tiny food makes me lose the ability to use my superpowers! 

I’m sorry I wanted to make you face your fear of heights earlier. Facing your fear is TERRIBLE! 
 

A VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk5_Acro 
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ACRO PHOBIA 
Ha-ha! I’ve finally found a way to defeat The Clock! I couldn’t believe my luck when I learned 

that your weakness is tiny food! All I had to do was create an invention that made the food in all 

the vending machines TINY and rig the machines to shoot that tiny food right at YOU! Now that 

I’ve found your weakest spot and your greatest fear, you won’t be able to stop me as I do the 

next thing in my plan to take over Epic World! You see, ice cream always reminds me of how 

much I can’t stand amusement parks. So now I’m going to make sure that NO ONE can have 

ice cream by using my Ice Cream Melt-o-Matic!  
 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 
 

 

ACT 3: Shield of Faith 
 

SID 
(Sad) Awww man! I was really hoping to have ice cream today! 
 

A VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Now getting kind of angry) How did Acro Phobia find out that my weakness is tiny food? Did 

someone at SUPRE tell him? (Gasping) Oh no! Does that mean we have a SUPRE spy? Someone 

who’s actually a villain but works for the heroes to steal all of our secrets? (Suspicious, turning to 

Sid) Did YOU tell him? 
 

SID 
(Putting hands up in surrender) What? No! I didn’t even know this was your weakness until a few 

minutes ago! (Trying to calm The Clock down) I think you’re overreacting. Just because Acro 

Phobia found out about your weakness doesn’t mean that people at SUPRE are trying to destroy 

you! 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Dramatically turning to face Sid) You think the other heroes at SUPRE are trying to destroy me? 
 

SID 
(Frustrated) Ugggh! You’re being SO ridiculous! I mean, if Captain America were in this situation, 

he would use his shield made of adamantium (pronounced “add-uh-man-tee-umm”) to deflect 

all the attacks from the enemy just like he deflected Loki’s attacks in the Avengers! 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Discouraged, getting into fetal position) But I don’t have a shield like that right now. (Admitting 

defeat) I’m sorry, Sid. I just don’t know what to believe anymore.  
 

A VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Whimpering, starting to cry) Acro Phobia wins! I can’t do this! 
 

SID moves over to THE CLOCK and shields him/her from the tiny food using the trash can lid. 

Once SID is in place, a VOLUNTEER throws another piece of tiny food onto stage from backstage, 

trying to hit right on the trash can lid. 
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SID 
(Blocking the tiny food) I’m here for you, The Clock! We just need to figure out what to do! I’m 

not letting Acro Phobia ruin our vacation OR defeat you! Maybe Iris knows something about 

another piece of the armor of God that can help us right now! (Starts picking up all the tiny food 

and putting it in the trash can) 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk5_Iris1 
 

IRIS 
Of course I do, Sid! There is a piece of the armor of God called the shield of faith. It helps defend 

our weak areas and gives us faith when we have questions or don’t know what to believe! I’m 

sending a rescue package your way. You should be receiving it in a few minutes. Also, let me 

patch you through to Undercover Reggie. He knows exactly how to use the shield of faith! 
 

UNDERCOVER REGGIE 
Pssst… Hey, guys, Undercover Reggie here! Iris told me that Acro Phobia discovered The Clock’s 

weakness - fear of tiny foods. Well, never fear! The shield of faith will solve this problem!  
 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Wk5_BibleStory 
 

God’s people, the Israelites, had a weakness. They had a really hard time believing and trusting 

in God’s promises, and they let fear get in the way of the good things God had for them. You 

see, there was a land that God promised to give them. The Israelites had never been there 

before, so Moses, their leader, sent Joshua, Caleb and ten other men into the land to check it 

out!  
 

Once the men got to the promised land, they couldn’t believe their eyes. This place was the 

best thing they had ever seen! They saw that there were grapes so large that it took two of them 

to carry just one branch. The land was so perfect they said it was flowing with milk and honey! 

They loved all that they were seeing, except there was one tiny problem. There were some 

really, really, really tall and powerful people living there!   
 

The twelve men went back to Moses to tell him what they saw! Ten of the men told Moses that 

the land was great but warned him saying things like, “We can’t attack those people. They are 

more powerful than we are! We look like grasshoppers compared to them!” The other two men, 

Joshua and Caleb, told Moses about all of the great things in the land. They had faith and 

believed that because God had promised them the land, they could have it. They used their 

faith in God like a shield and told everyone they shouldn’t be afraid because God was with 

them. When the Israelites heard the report, they let their weakness of fear take over, and they 

decided not to go into the land.   
 

Because of this, the Israelites wandered for another 40 years in the desert. God decided once 

again to bring them to the promised land and allowed them to enter this time! Because Joshua 

and Caleb had faith and never stopped trusting God, they were able to live in the perfect land 

that God promised! 
 

When we have faith and trust God, we use the shield of faith from God’s armor to overcome our 

weaknesses! When we suit up with the shield of faith, we can stand against any fear and save 

the day!    
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AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Acting 1 
 

LIGHTS AT 100%  
 

When the Bible story video is over, a VOLUNTEER will slide the box with spray bottle inside onto 

stage. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Reckoning with Reggie’s message) You know what Sid, I may not like tiny food, but it doesn’t 

have to be my weakness. I realize after what Undercover Reggie said, that I don’t have to be 

afraid of it!  
 

SID 
(Reaching out from under trash can lid to get the box) That’s right, The Clock! Look! That must be 

the rescue package Iris was talking about! I wonder what’s inside!  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Questioning what’s inside the box)  I don’t know what it could be?  It could be tiny food…I’m 

going to have faith that it is something that will help us! 
 

SID 
(Opening box and taking out spray bottle, confused) Uhh... It’s just a spray bottle with some 

liquid inside. The bottle says “Stretch’s Shield”.  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Grabbing spray bottle from Sid, excited) Really? Yes! Iris always knows what to do in every 

situation!  
 

SID 
(Still confused) Would you like to explain? Who is Stretch? And why does that person think that 

this spray bottle can be used as a shield? I don’t think it would be very effective. 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Standing up, not afraid anymore, holding up spray bottle) Stretch is one of the other heroes at 

SUPRE. He used to be a chemistry teacher at the local school, but when one of his experiments 

gave him the ability to stretch and grow as tall as needed, he became a superhero on the side! 

He uses this spray as his shield to defeat the enemy! When he stretches, he becomes bigger, and 

acts as a shield for the weak areas behind him! That’s how he saves people every day! 
 

SID 
(Excited, putting trash can lid down) Then what are you waiting for? Spray away! (Standing with 

arms outstretched and eyes closed, ready to be sprayed)  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Spraying food in the trash can with the spray bottle) It takes a few seconds to kick in. (Sprays 

kids in audience with spray bottle just for fun) But as soon as it does, the food will return to normal 

size!  
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ACT 4: Stretch and Grow 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Excited, looking into trash can) It’s working!!! IT’S WORKING!!! (Looking around) That spray must 

have worked really well because all of you (pointing to kids) look like normal sized kids too!  
 

SID 
(Pulling out  regular size food) Look how normal that food is! You don’t have to be afraid 

anymore!  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Holding up arm with watch) And you know what that means. It’s TIME to save the day! I’m 

going to fix those snack-shooting vending machines and STOP Acro Phobia’s invention from 

making food terrifyingly small. Then, we’ll find a way to stop the ice cream from being 

destroyed! 
 

SID 
(Trying to stop The Clock before he/she pauses time) Wait! Don’t pause -- (freezes when The 

Clock presses watch) 
 

THE CLOCK presses watch, pausing time. SID stays frozen in time.  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Joking around while Sid is frozen) Hey Sid, don’t move! I’ll be right back! (Looking at Sid frozen in 

place, then starts laughing) Hahaha! Oh man, it’s funny every time! (Back on task) Speaking of 

time, it’s TIME for me to put a stop to this tiny food madness! 
 

THE CLOCK exits, then comes back onstage several seconds later. When he/she comes back, 

he/she presses a button on watch to unpause time. 
 

SID 
(Unfreezing, whining) C’mon! Just once I want you to pause time and let me come with you! 

(Looking for food) Did you fix the vending machine? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Holding up fists and looking at them) “Fix” is one way of putting it, and let’s just say that Acro 

Phobia’s little invention won’t be making tiny food anymore.  
 

SID 
(Remembering) But did you think of what we can do to save the ice cream? Thinking about it all 

day reminds me of the time that Doctor Awesome defeated a villain named I Scream in the 

second series of comic books. The whole time, I thought about ICE CREAM, and then ended up 

giving all the money in my piggy bank to the ice cream truck because I was craving that cold 

deliciousness so badly.  
 

Of course, I got two Superman pops and a Dr. Brain Freeze slushie with my ice cream. But my 

favorite thing to get from the ice cream truck is... 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Gently interrupting) Siiiiid? You’re doing it again.  
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SID 
(Covering mouth with hands) Sorry! Am I rambling again? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Holding forefinger and thumb out, as if showing a “little bit”) Juuuust a little bit. Now, I wanted to 

tell you about my idea to save all the ice cream from Acro Phobia’s Melt-o-Matic!  
 

SID 
(Excited) Oooh! Yay! I love talking about ice cream! 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Flatly, kind of sarcastic) Yes, we know. (Back to point) Anywayyyys, I was thinking about 

everything that happened today. How Iris told us about the shield of faith defending the two 

spies’ weak areas. Then I remembered that you used the trash can lid to shield me from the tiny 

food (shuddering from just thinking about the tiny food) and that we used Stretch’s shield to 

make the food normal size again. 
 

SID 
(Waiting for the finale) And your point is??? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Picking up trash can lid) I bet we can find another trash can lid somewhere around the park. 

Then, as soon as we see someone with ice cream, I’ll slow down time enough for you and I to 

block the beam coming from Acro Phobia’s Melt-o-Matic and when it bounces off our shields, it 

will go back and melt itself! 
 

SID 
(Understanding) Ooooh! Then, we’ll be able to melt the Melt-o-Matic! That’s a great idea! Can I 

practice one time before we go?  
 

THE CLOCK 
(Handing lid to Sid) Sure! 
 

SID 
(Moving in slow motion, pretending to shield something) Saaaaavvveeee theeee icccceeeee 

creeeaaammmmm! (Back to normal) How was that? 
 

THE CLOCK 
(Taking lid back) It was good! Except I’ll actually slow down time, so you don’t have to move in 

slow motion. If you’re moving in slow motion while time is in slow motion, (thinking) I don’t really 

know what happens.  
 

SID 
(Giving a thumbs up) Got it! Now, let’s save the ice cream! Then eat ALL of it! 
 

THE CLOCK and SID exit, taking the trash can lid with them. 
 

LIGHTS DOWN 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_To Be Continued... 
 

AUTO ADVANCE: SUP_ES_Teaching 
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LIGHTS AT 100% 
 

 

WORSHIP/WRAP UP 
 

Worship leader(s) enter. 
 

WORSHIP LEADER 
(Holding stomach) Oh man, now I’m wanting ice cream! I hope The Clock and Sid are able to 

save all the ice cream in the park from being melted by Acro Phobia! Who can help me 

remember what helped The Clock think of a way to save the ice cream? Was it the shield of 

faith or a pie in the face? (Shield of faith) 
 

You got it! Faith means that we believe God is real and He will do what He says He will. So when 

you put on the shield of faith, you can use it to defend the areas where you have questions, are 

afraid, or don’t know what we believe. Plus, when you have friends who carry their own shields 

of faith, you can help defend each other, just like Sid did for The Clock! So if you’re ready to suit 

up with the shield, say this after me! 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Wk5_N2K (Text with teaching music) 
 

Suit Up (Pause for kids to repeat) 
With the Shield of Faith (Pause for kids to repeat) 
 

(Optional Motions)  
Suit Up (superman pose) 
With the Shield of Faith (pretend to hold a shield in front of body) 

 

That sounded great! Now, to help us remember how a shield can help us, let’s play a game! 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Game 
 

Worship leader(s) facilitates game with Game Card: 

 

Name: Super Shield 

 

Who Will Play: 4 players (two teams of two players)  

 

Goal: Shield the bowl from the tiny food. Team with less food in their bowl wins! 

 

Instructions: 

 Position bowls and teams on opposite sides of the stage. 

 Blocker should be on knees behind the bowl with shield (paper plate) in hand. 

 Thrower should be next to Blocker with five tiny food items; throwing food items 

across the stage into the other team’s bowl. 

 Audience cheers for team on their side of stage. 

 Reward players who win with large candy prizes and the other players with small 

candy prizes. 
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Key: 

 

 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Teaching 

Tie-In Teaching: Great job, players! You used your Super Shield to defend your bowl, just 

like we have to use God’s shield of faith to defend our weak areas from the enemy. 

When we have questions or don’t know what to believe, we can rely on the shield of 

faith!  

Whoo! I love games! That was so much fun! Now, before we leave large group today, I want to 

pray and thank God for giving us a piece of the armor of God that can help us when we are 

afraid! So everyone bow your heads and close your eyes! 
 

Prayer: Heavenly Father, we have faith that you are real and that you will do what you say you 

will do. Help us use our faith in you as a shield to protect us when we are afraid or don’t know 

what to believe. We know that with the shield of faith, we will defeat the enemy! We love you! 

Amen.  
 

(Dismiss kids) 
 

FIRE: SUP_ES_Outro 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team 1                                                Team 2 

Cup 

 

 

Thrower Blocker  
 

 


